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Legislation 
With the overwhelming statistics of home fire fatalities in the United 
States and with the advent of low cost early warning ionization detectors, 
both government and national model building code authorities began to seriously 
consider their use in new dwellings. The availability of smoke detectors using 
a photoelectric principle also enabled building codes to identify more than one 
principle of detection, produced by several manufacturers, insuring a com-
petitive market source. 
The International Conference of Building Officials, at their 1973 Fall 
Conference, passed a resolution to require "a product of combustion detector, 
other than heat --- " for each new apartment and each new one and two-family 
dwelling unit, as part of the 1973 Edition of the Uniform Building Cone. Al-
though the terminology suggested the use of only ionization detectors, in fact, 
it was intended to include approved detectors using both the ionization and 
photoelectric principles. Within one year, a similar requirement was added to 
the Basic Building Code. In 1973, a similar requirement, restricted to only 
apartments, was made for inclusion in the Standard Building Code. The follow-
ing y_ear this was· extended to include one and two-family dwellings·. a~ia.i~o-, ):. 
. . .. '. :: ·:. .. ., ~: ·":·., · .. • 
requiring a second smoke detector for basement stairways, when applicable. 
Further emphasis was added by the report of the President's Commission 
on Fire Prevention and Control in the report submitted to Congress May 4, 1973. 
The National Fire Protection Association recognized the value of single station 
smoke detectors in their 1972 Revisions to Pamphlet No. 74, Household Fire 
Warning Equipment. In 1974, the NFPA Pamphlet No. 74 was further revised to 
consider that "multiple levels of protection" were considered acceptable, with 
the minimum requirement, referred to as Level l1, of only one or two smoke· 
detectors in a typical dwelling. 
(3) 
International statistics of home fire fatalities appear to be significantly 
less· in other countries than in the United States. Nevertheless, it is antici-
pated that similar requirements for smoke detectors in dwellings will soon be 
found in many foreign countries where living standards are comparable to the 
United States. 
Industry Responsibility 
With the inertia of this new demand for general application of household 
smoke detectors, it is very important that the fire detection industry protect, 
the confidence of the public in these future developments by rigidly policing 
the quality and effectiveness of all approved fire detection devices. 
The ionization principle, through its long use in commercial systems, has 
demonstrated its effectiveness in a larg~ variety of fires, under varying cir-
cumstances and in the early stages of fire development. However, it should 
not be assumed that this principle, nor any other principle of smoke. detection 
developed today, is totally effective for all types of fires, under all environ-
~ents, and in all types of structures. It is important, therefore, that the 
limitations of each method of fire or smoke detection be well identified to 
insure its proper application. 
·-Approvals and Listings 
Model building codes and government specifications require that smoke,de-
teeters be "approved" or "listed" by a nationally recognized test laboratory. 
Although there is more than one such laboratory, no smoke detector can be con-
sidered totally acceptable for distribution in the United States today unless 
it is listed by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., Northbrook, Illinois. UL 
test standards are designed to meet the standards of their specific area of in-
tended use as well as the standards of the National Fire Protection Association. 
Single station smoke detectors listed by Underwriters' Laboratories are considered 
I 
(4) 
.\ ' : ' -.. ~. 
(4) 
acceptable to meet the requirements of NFPA Pamphlet No. 74. There are many 
additional environmental conditions, construction features and sensitivity 
requirements which UL, together with their industry advisory committees, con-
sider necessary for household devices. UL listing, then, certifies a minimum 
level of acceptability and does riot necessarily identify the ultimate in per~ 
formance. 
Ionization Principle Evaluation 
Any evaluation of the ionization principle of smoke detection must first 
recognize that there are a wide variety of configurations of ionization chambers. 
In addition, there are varying values, as well as different types, of radiation 
material. Each ionization detector design incorporates uniquely different 
characteridtics. Each may respond differently to changes in temperature, humid-
ity, air velocity or barometric pressure. There are significant differences in 
response to different types of smoke or products of combustion. However, with 
all of these differences, there are also certain common characteristics and it 
is these common characteristics that form the basis for this evaluation. 
Any manufacturer, when asked for his opinion of a principle which is funda-
·mental to his products, must necessarily be biased. A biased evaluation of the 
·-ionization principle might suggest an ennumeration of its desirable features, 
such as sensitivity to "invisible" products of combustion, detection of "inci-
pient" fires and many other fine characteristics that should make this principle 
ideal. as an early warning smoke detector. The evaluation, to improve its 
believability, should also include a small list of so called "precautions" in 
application. However, the final biased evaluation would clearly identify the 
ionization principle as being 99.9% effective_ in all possible fire circum-
stances. 
(5) 
What Could Have llappcncd 
With the increasing numbers of ionization smoke detectors installed in 
I 
homes during the past four years, the statistical quantity of fire incident 
reports received from distributors, dwelling occupants or the fire services, 
are now becoming meaningful. However, because there are no mandatory require-
ments nor automatic methods of reporting all fire incidents, the numbers of 
fires reported are obviously understated and the reports are incomplete. 
From the sales records of one manufacturer at the end of 1974, making 
allowance for installation delays, inventories, etc., over 200,000 dwellings· 
in the U.S. had been equipped with at least one of its single station ioniza-
·tion smoke detectors and for a minimum period of one year. The maximum length 
of service was three and one-half years with the first of these detect'Jrs 
installed during 1971. 
Based upon a recent survey, sponsored jointly by the National Bureau of 
(5) 
Standards and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, it was estimated 
there were 4.5 million dwelling fires in the United States during the twelve 
months prior to April, 1974. If the survey is correct, there could have been 
12,000 fires in these 200,000 detector equipped dwellings during 1974. 
This is based on an estimated 73 million dwellings, including one and 
two-family dwellings, mobile homes and apartments. The survey suggests that 
one fire occurred in every 16 homes during that year. The survey definition 
of a fire was that "An accident was considered a fire if it emitted smoke 
or flames and was not started intentionally." 
In those same 200,000 dwellings, there could have been 17.9 fatalities 
during 1974, or one fatal fire in every 12,250 homes. 
(6) 
This is based on the 1973, NFPA estimates of 6,493 home fire fatalities. 
· Adjusting for the multiple-death residential fires involving 700 persons and 165 
fires, there were approximately 5,950 fatal fires in dwellings, averaging 1.1 
fatalities per fire. 
(6) 
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